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Abstract: In this paper, we compare the normalized channel capacity of single user and multiuser models of primary user (PU) aided cognitive radio network (CRN). 

The single user model gives the best performance; however, it often fails to represent the real life environment. On the other hand, multi-user model represents more 
realistic scenarios of wireless links; however, its performance is worse than that of single user. Therefore, we propose a new communication model for selecting the 

appropriate PUs as relay nodes that is based on the geometry of service area, the offered traffic of PUs and the existence probability of PUs in an appropriate position. 

Through simulation experiment, we prove that the proposed model gives more realistic results compared to the previous works on multi-user model in CRN. 
 

Index Terms: Channel capacity, convex hull, SIR, MAC and BC phase.   

——————————      —————————— 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
THE concept of cognitive radio network (CRN) has been introduced 

in an attempt to resolve the wireless spectrum scarcity problem. 

However, CRN is adopted in long term evolution (LTE) mobile 

wireless networks a slightly different way. Here the primary users 

(PUs) can set up links with the evolved Node B (eNB) directly, 

however the secondary users (SUs) can do the same taking one or 

more PU(s) as an intermediary node, provided that SUs can be linked 

with home evolved node B (HeNB) directly.  

In mobile wireless networks (MWNs), the main goal of a CRN is to 

optimize the utilization of a traffic channel. To assure channel 

optimization, we need to get a faithful received signal capable of 

avoiding false alarm or misdetection. We can easily resolve the 

problem with a dual hop wireless link. The approach considers a 

relayed wireless link for a CRN in which a PU acts as a relay node at 

an appropriate position. Several works are found in the contemporary 

literature relevant to the system model of our approach. The work in 

[1] deals with the performance of dual hop wireless link under η-μ 

fading channel; where both sender and receiver are equipped with 

multiple antennas. The outage probability and average bit error rate 

(BER) are plotted against the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of different 

link segments. In [2], a dual hop communication under imperfect 

channel state information (CSI) is considered; both direct link and 

relayed link are considered choosing the best relay. Both decode-

and-forward (DF) and amplify-and-forward (AF) techniques are used 

for the comparison of outage probability. Authors derived SNR of 

direct and relayed link under additive white Gaussian noise (awgn). 

The selection of a link i.e., direct or relayed link is done based on 

two state Markov chain; where one state corresponds to the choice of 

a direct link and the another state is for a relayed link. The 

probability of achieving the magnitude of SNR above a threshold 

value is considered for state transition. Finally, the expression of 

outage probability is derived using the cumulative distribution 

function (cdf) of SNR under Rayleigh fading, and therefore the 

outage probability is plotted against different link parameters. A 

similar work is found in [3]; where the combination of dual hop DF 

relay and direct link is used for a CRN. The direct and relayed 

signals are combined at a destination, and a secondary eavesdropper 

is also considered under the concept of selection combining (SC) and 

maximal ratio combining (MRC). The work considers the relay only 

when the received SNR is above the threshold. The secrecy rate (and 

secrecy outage rate) as a function of SNR is derived under Rayleigh 

flat fading channel. Instead of outage probability, authors are more 

interested in secrecy outage probability at result section. A dual hop 

DF relay is analyzed in [4]; where the authors model the system 

under signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) instead of SNR. 

The impact of relay gain on the performance of 2-hop wireless link is 

found in [5] under Nakagami-m fading environment. The estimation 

of channel gain is determined to show that a 2-hop communication 

system is comparable to single hop system in the context of symbol 

error rate (SER). Authors in [6] deal with a dual hop (source-relay-

destination) communication system under signal-to-interference ratio 

(SIR) model; where the interference is dominant over noise in a 

CRN. A SU is confined under the femto cell of a LTE network 

whereas a PU as the outdoor user can communicate with the macro 

eNB directly. A SU can only communicate with the macro eNB in a 

cooperative way i.e., using a dual hop link. The outage probability is 

derived under Rayleigh fading environment and plotted against 

different link parameters. Another concept of relaying CRN is found 

in [7]; where a PU can communicate to a base station (BS) with the 

help of a SU as the relay. The model is designated as cooperative 

non-orthogonal multiple access (CNOMA) scheme covering full-

duplex (FD) communication. Each SU is equipped with two 

independent antennas; one for transmitting and another for receiving. 

Both SNR and SINR model are used in the determination of 

normalized data transmission rates. The idea of relaying co-operative 

CRN is available in [8] under amplify quantize and forward (AQF) 

and DF scheme; where the performance of the network is evaluated 

using awgn channel model. All the research works mentioned above 

did not consider the location of relaying node (PU is considered as 

the relaying node) to convey the signal with a SINR above the 

threshold. Here, the relaying node is mobile; hence, it may go 

outside the territory of an expected location. Therefore, a new PU is 

required to be selected for maintaining the continuity of data 

transmission, which incurs further challenge for the network. 

Moreover, if a call is destined to the relaying PU, we have to change 

the relaying node again. The phenomenon is related to the offered 

traffic of PUs. Considering the above challenges, we propose a 

communication model for PU aided CRN, where the network reveals 

a real life scenario in an exchange of incurring a subtle reduced 

performance. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

provides a statistical model of SIR based two-way communication, 
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the geometrical calculation for determining the location of PUs as 

relay, and the outlines of simulation experiment; Section 3 provides 

the result based on the analysis of Section 2; and finally Section 4 

concludes the paper. 

 

2     SYSTEM MODEL 
Recent literatures deal with three different types of communication 

models: (a) Single SU scenario in which no other user can interfere 

with the receiver (only noise is present); hence, we call it SNR 

model, (b) Multi-SU scenario in which the interference is 

experienced by a receiver due to the presence of other users; 

therefore, we call it SINR model, and (c) Two-way communication 

model in which the interference is dominant over noise. Hence, we 

can ignore the noise easily; therefore, we call it SIR model. A large 

collection of literatures are found to be interested on the first two 

communication models. However, the third model i.e., SIR model is 

not explored in that extend. Therefore, we are interested in the 

mathematical analysis of third model to show its channel 

characteristics and performance. 

 

2.1 RELAY AIDED CRN 

In this subsection, we analyze the SIR based model taking co-

channel interferences into consideration. Here, three active nodes 

BS1, PU1 and SU1 (a SU1 communicates with a BS1 using a PU1 as 

the relay) experience interferences from different sources as shown 

in Fig. 1. The model was first considered in [6] for a typical CRN 

system. The nomenclature of the system parameters are defined as 

follows: 

S1 →Transmitted symbol of BS1 

S2 → Transmitted symbol of SU1 

P →Transmit power of BS1 

Psu1 → Transmit power of SU1 

g1 → Channel gain between SU1 and PU1 

g2→ Channel gain between BS1 and PU1 

d1→ Distance between SU1 and PU1 

d2 → Distance between BS1 and PU1 

dsui, gsui→distance and channel gain between interferer and SU1 

dpui, gpui→distance and channel gain between interferer and PU1 

dbi, gbi→distance and channel gain between interferer and BS1 

In the medium access control (MAC) phase, both BS1 and SU1 

simultaneously transmit symbols S1 and S2 to PU1. Therefore, the 

received signal at PU1 is given by, 

      √   
        √      

        Interference from PUi + 

noise 

=√   
        √      

       √      
             , 

                                                (1) 

where Pi is power and n1 is noise received from interferers, and npu1 

is the noise at PU1 premises.  

In the broadcast (BC) phase, the PU1 amplifies the received signal 

ypu1 with a gain β, and then broadcasts it to both SU1 and BS1. The 

received signal at BS1 is given by, 

      √   
    𝛽      Interference at BS1 + noise 

121221 bsbibiipubs nngdPygPdy    
                (2) 

where n2 is noise from interferer at BS1 and nbs1 is the noise at BS1 

premises.  

Similarly, the received signal at SU1 can be expressed as 

131111 susuisuiipusu nngdPygPdy    
                  (3) 

where n3 is noise from interferer at SU1 and nsu1 is the noise at SU1 

premises. Substituting (1) into (2), we obtain 

12112111122221 bsbibiipupuipuiisubs nngdPnngdPSgdPSgPdgPdy 






    

    121221222121211
2
22 bsbibiipupuipuiisu nngdPngPdnggddPPSggddPPSgPd    

       (4) 

Since S2 is transmitted by SU1 in the MAC phase and received by 

BS1 in the BC phase, the SIR at BS1 can be calculated as in [9],  
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Now, substituting (1) into (3), we have the received signal at SU1 

given by, 

 

Fig. 1. Interference model of a relay-assisted CRN 
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13132111122111 susuisuiipupuipuiisusu nngdPnngdPSgdPSgPdgPdy 
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2
1

2
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       (6) 

Therefore, SIR at SU1 is calculated as follows, 
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             (7)      

The SIR at BS1 and SU1 given by (5) and (7) depends on d2 and d1 

i.e., the relative location of BS1, PU1 and SU1. The geometrical 

analysis for finding a suitable relay node will be discussed in next 

subsection.     

2.2    GEOMETRY OF RELAY SELECTION  

Let the maximum possible distance between BS1 and PU1 is d2_max 

and that of SU1 to PU1 is d1_max. Therefore, the location of a relay 

node i.e., a PU1 will be within the shaded region of Fig. 2, which is 

actually the common area of two circles. The first circle is C2(x, y) in 

which the center is BS(0, 0) and the radius is d2_max, and the second 

circle is C1(x, y) in which the center is the current location of a SU 

and the radius is d1_max. If C1(x, y) ∩ C2(x, y) = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2)}, 

then the common area of two circles,   

     

2

1

12 ,,

x

x

dxyxCyxCA                  (8)             

If the area of the cell is S and average number of PU inside the cell is 

N, then the average number of users inside the shaded area is, 

𝑚  ⌊
 

 
𝑁⌋. If the offered traffic per PU is b, then the probability of a 

PU to be unoccupied will be, 
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Therefore, the probability of getting a PU within the common area 

and being unoccupied at the same is, 
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                        (9)

                               Actually, Ps gives the 

probability that at least one PU is inside the common area to relay 

the signal of a SU1. Therefore, the practical normalized channel 

capacity of the system will be, Cp = Pslog10(1+SIR) as in[10].

 

2.3    STEPS OF SIMULATION 

The m number of PUs inside the common area A forms a convex 

hull and any one of them either on the border or inside the hull can 

be selected as the relay provided that the selected PU is in idle 

mode. The geometry of communication system with a few possible 

number of links is shown in Fig. 3. This subsection gives the steps 

of simulation operation in selecting the PU for relaying the message 

of a SU and substituting a relaying PU in case of some unavoidable 

situations.  

a. Determine the location of a transmitting SU, (xi, yi) and 

its circular coverage area represented by the circle C1(x, y) whose 

radius is d1_max and center is (xi, yi) like Fig.2. 

b. Determine the intersect area A between circles C2(x, y) 

and C1(x, y). 

c. Locate all PUs within the area A. 

d. Determine a convex hull of the PUs within A. 

e. Select an idle PU from the set of PUs forming the 

convex hull.  

f. Make the selected PU as the relay to convey information 

from SU to BS. 

g. Upon arrival a call to the relay PU, repeat steps e and f 

 

Fig. 3. Convex hull of relaying PUs inside the common area A 

 

Fig. 2. Geometry of location of a PU1 to relay the signal of SU1 
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h. If the serving PU goes outside of the convex hull but 

remains within the area A, then continue communication and 

repeat step d at the same time. 

i. If a PU goes outside of the area A, then repeat steps c to 

e 

Both the ideal and practical channel capacity will be analyzed in 

next section taking the numerical values of system parameters. 

 

3     RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
First, we plot the normalized channel capacity of BS1 (eNB for LTE) 

against the transmit power S2 of SU1 as shown in Fig. 4. The channel 

capacity increases linearly with an increase in transmit power of SU1 in 

MAC phase since in BC phase; the BS1 receives the signal of SU1. Three 

pairs of curves are shown in Fig. 4 for three different path loss exponents, ε 

= 2, 2.25 and 2.5, where each pair of curves is composed of single user and 

multi-user cases i.e., SNR and SIR model. We ignore the interference 

component in single user case, however we need to consider the 

interference from the surrounding nodes in multi-user case. The parameters 

of wireless link are: d2 = 0.2Km, d1 = 0.4Km, Psui = 3 watts, Pi = 2 watts, g1 

= 0.23, g2 = 0.13, β = 4, gpui = 0.04, dpui = 0.1Km,  gbi = 0.12,  dbi =1.2 km, 

gsui = 0.12 and dsui = 0.4Km. The interference and path loss exponent 

individually deteriorates the channel capacity as visualized in Fig. 4. Next, 

we plot the normalized channel capacity (bits/s/Hz) of BS1 in BC phase 

against the transmit power of symbol S1 of BS1 in MAC phase, which 

actually acts as the interference of BS1 in BC phase because the BS1 is 

supposed to receive the symbol S2 transmitted by SU1 in MAC phase. The 

channel capacity decreases nonlinearly with an increase in both the 

transmit power of symbol S1 and path loss exponent shown in Fig. 5. 

Fig. 4: Channel Capacity of BS under BC phase 

 
Fig. 5: Channel Capacity of BS under BC phase 

 

The channel capacity of SU1 is plotted against the transmit power of 

BS1 or power corresponding to symbol S1 in MAC phase shown in 

Fig. 6. The channel capacity increases with an increase in power P of 

BS1 and path loss exponent.  From Fig. 4 to 6, we can conclude that 

the performance of single user case clearly outperforms all multi user 

cases. Actually, Fig. 4 to Fig. 6 graphically show the relationship of 

normalized channel capacity (bits/s/Hz) (BS1 and SU1) under BC 

phase and transmit power (BS1 and SU1), where the distance d1 and 

d2 are kept constant. 

 

Fig. 6: Channel capacity of SU in BC phase 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 7: Variation of channel capacity of SU in BC phase with 

distance in (a) and (b) 

 

In the next phase, we observe the impact of distances d1 and d2 on 

channel capacity. If d2 is increased, the received signal (transmitted by 

BS1) at PU1 in MAC phase destined to SU1 is reduced hence in BC 

phase, the SU1 will get a weak signal from PU1. Therefore, the 

normalized channel capacity of SU1 will be reduced with an increase of 

d2 as shown in Fig. 7(a). The situation is altered for d1, where the 

received signal of PU1 (transmitted by SU1) is reduced with an increase 

of d1 in MAC phase. It makes less interference to SU1 in BC phase; 

hence SIR i.e., the channel capacity of SU1 will be increased as shown in 
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Fig. 7(b). If we take the lowest normalized channel capacity, C = 0.8 

bits/Hz for a path loss exponent, e = 2 under multiuser case, we get d1 = 

0.7 Km and d2 = 0.35 Km from Fig. 7(a) and 7(b). 

 

(a) (ɛ =2) 

 

(b) (ɛ =2.25) 

Fig. 8: Channel capacity of SU under simulation 

For a ratio of area, A/S of 0.2 and an offered traffic, b of 0.02 

Erls/user, we get Ps = 0.9457 and Ps = 0.9128 for m =15 users and 

m = 12 users, respectively. The impact of PUs forming the convex 

hull inside A and the offered traffic b of PU under the simulation 

algorithm in previous section is shown in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b). 

The normalized channel capacity decreases with a decrease in the 

number of PUs and also with an increase of the offered traffic of 

PUs. An ideal channel capacity is always higher than that of a 

practical one; however, the reduced channel capacity under the 

simulation experiment gives a realistic scenario of CRN. 

4     CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the relative performance of single user and 

multi-user communication models for the relay assisted CRN. 

Here, the normalized channel capacity against the transmit power 

of BS and SU is analyzed, and we get a lower numerical value of 

channel capacity compared to  previous works, as explained at the 

end of Section 1. The main limitation of the paper is that we 

ignore the mobility of transmitting SU. If we include it in future 

we have to modify the simulation algorithm in subsection 2.3. In 

future, we will observe the scenario of two-way model under 

massive MIMO environment of 5G mobile communication. 
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